Perspective requirements
Must meet these requirements (30 points)

• Show understanding of using perspective techniques
  • followed rules of perspective
  • vanishing points are used
  • lines recede to correct vanishing point

• Demonstrate understanding of the volumetric of the space
  • Show vaulted ceiling, floor, surrounding planes
  • Show architectural elements
    • All built-ins, loft, windows, doors

• Illustrate great line weights and line consistency
  • Light, Intermediate, and heavy line weights
Must meet these requirements (30 points)

• Able to produce quality perspective
  • Neatness
  • Professionalism

• Pay attention to details
  • Ceiling, floor, surrounding planes in details (materials and finishes)
  • Architectural and non-architectural elements in details
    • Frames and trims (such as window frame and base board)
    • Walls, windows, doors
    • All built-ins
    • Furnishings and lightings
  • Including appropriate lightings
    • Showing light beam
  • Show details in entourage
    • Showing materials and textures in furnishings
    • Such as art work on walls, window treatment, accessories